We derive the gradient expansion for the exchange energy of a spin-polarized electron gas by perturbing the uniformly spin polarized state and thus inducing a small non-collinearity that is slowly varying in space. We show that the exchange-energy contribution due to the induced longitudinal gradient of the spin polarization to the exchange energy differs from the contribution due to the transverse gradient. The difference is present at any non-vanishing spin polarization and becomes larger with increasing spin polarization. We argue that improved generalized gradient approximations of Spin-Density-Functional Theory must account for the difference between the longitudinal and transverse spin stiffness.
INTRODUCTION
The growing interest in the electronic structure of magnetic materials motivates recent efforts to extend the methods of Density-Functional Theory (DFT) [1] [2] [3] to noncollinear spin situations. For example, the field of spintronics provides exciting potential applications for data storage and manipulation. 4 Exciting effects, such as the spin-transfer torque, are already being used in a new generation of random access memories. 5 An important ingredient of many spintronic devices is spin-orbit coupling. It provides the mechanism to connect the charge and spin degrees of freedom. Due to this coupling the spin magnetization exhibits fully its vectorial character, i.e. , the spin polarization can no longer be viewed as either "up" or "down", but its direction may vary in space, giving rise to non-collinear magnetic structures. A prominent example of such a structure is the skyrmion 6 , recently observed in metallic compounds with strong spin-orbit coupling.
7,8
More than 40 years ago von Barth and Hedin formulated non-collinear Spin-Density-Functional Theory (SDFT). 9 SDFT deals with Hamiltonians for interacting electrons which include a Zeeman coupling of the spin degrees of freedom to an external magnetic field B(r). Effects of spin-orbit coupling are typically treated perturbatively. In principle they can also be treated non-perturbatively and self-consistently by including the spin-currents as additional basic variables, coupled to external SU(2) fields. [10] [11] [12] Here, however, we shall only be concerned with the basic formulation of SDFT for noncollinear magnetism. We remark that consideration of a full-fledged non-collinear SDFT has the advantage of resolving 13 issues related to non-trivial examples of nonuniqueness between the sets of external potentials and corresponding densities. 9, [14] [15] [16] [17] Resting on this firm basis, we can safely focus on the physics encoded into the exchange-correlation (xc) energy functional. This functional is the central object that has to be approximated for an actual implementation of SDFT.
The purpose of this paper is to derive a gradient expansion (GEA) for the exchange energy in a non-collinear spin configuration in order to assess the validity of existing approximations. We demonstrate through an explicit calculation the difference between the contributions of longitudinal and transverse gradients of the spin magnetization to the exchange energy of an electron gas in which the magnitude and direction of the spin polarization vary slowly in space. The proper treatment of the longitudinal and transverse spin gradients is of crucial importance for the description of magnetic phase transitions. Our analysis provides important information for constructing approximate functionals for the xc energy in magnetic systems, particularly, if one aims at the description of extended systems. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. (II) we review existing approximate functionals for non-collinear SDFT with a focus on the construction of generalized gradient approximations. The key results of the paper are surveyed. Sec. (III) contains the derivation of the key results, namely the non-collinear gradient expansion for the slowly varying state of the uniform gas at the exact-exchange level. Lastly, Sec. (IV) contains a brief discussion of the prospects for the application of our results to the construction of approximate xc functionals for non-collinear spin systems.
II. SPIN STIFFNESS AND APPROXIMATE FUNCTIONALS IN SDFT
At the heart of any DFT is the mapping of the interacting system onto an auxiliary non-interacting system, the so-called Kohn-Sham system. In SDFT one has to solve the following single-particle Pauli equation,
The presence of a local torque in non-collinear systems has been demonstrated numerically within an exactexchange calculation for an unsupported Cr monolayer.
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Recent studies employing semi-local functionals have shown that for this system a local torque is present if the xc functional depends on transverse gradients.
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The most popular approach to treat non-collinear systems is to use xc energy functionals 22 borrowed from collinear SDFT to the non-collinear situation. The standard local spin density approximation (LSDA) can be applied straightforwardly to non-collinear system.
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However, the LSDA depends only on the magnitude of the spin magnetization and therefore always yields xc magnetic fields that are at each point parallel to the spin magnetization itself. Another way of seeing this is to notice that the xc energy in LSDA is invariant not only with respect to global rotations of all the spins (as it should), but also with respect to local rotations which change the relative orientation of neighboring spins. As a result, not only the global torque exerted by the xc field, but also the local torque vanishes, which implies that B xc and the spin magnetization m are parallel. In order to introduce the physically expected dependence of the xc energy on the relative orientation of neighboring spins it is necessary to make the xc functional dependent on the transverse gradient of the spin magnetization.
One way to include the dependence of the xc functional on transverse gradients is to consider the spin-spiral-wave state of the uniform electron gas. [26] [27] [28] [29] A perturbative correction to the LSDA based on the spin-spiral-wave state has been obtained in Ref. 30 . One of us has shown that it is possible to generalize the LSDA itself by employing the spin-spiral-wave state as a reference system. 21 The resulting approximation to E xc is not obtained through a gradient expansion, nevertheless it introduces a dependence on the transverse gradients of the magnetization. This approach does not deal with the longitudinal gradients, since the latter vanish in the spin-spiral-wave state where the magnitude of the magnetization is constant. In contrast to this, a standard gradient expansion can in principle capture the effects of longitudinal gradients.
A common approach to generalize existing collinear generalized gradient expansions (GGAs) to non-collinear situations is to proceed by reinterpreting the standard collinear forms. [31] [32] [33] GGAs can be written as
where n + (r) and n − (r) are the densities of spin-up and spin-down electrons, respectively, and
with α, β = ± . The function F is taken from a GGA for collinear systems. A straightforward application to non-collinear situations yields
where we introduced the notation "·" for the scalar product in physical space (contraction of ∇) and "•" for the scalar product in spin space (contraction of the components of m).m is the unit vector along m. This implies that the local direction of m is used to specify the updown direction, withm pointing, by definition, "up".
The main drawback of this approximation is that only the longitudinal change of the magnetization is taken into account by projecting ∇m onto the local direction of the magnetizationm. As a consequence, the functional form is not sensitive to a change in the direction of the magnetization and the xc magnetic field B xc is parallel to the spin magnetization. Therefore, B xc does not exert any local torque on m and the restoring force for, say, a spin wave, comes entirely from the kinetic energy cost of rotating the spins from their equilibrium directions.
In a recent paper Scalmani and Frisch 34 proposed a modification to make the xc energy functional depend on the relative orientation of the spins. This has been achieved by redefining the γ αβ that enter in the functional Eq. (12), i.e. ,
In order to reduce to the usual definition for collinear systems the sign of the third term in Eq. (15a) needs to be fixed by Eq. (15c). At variance with definitions Eqs. (14c), (14d), the functional, obtained employing definitions Eqs. (15) , is sensitive to variations of the direction of the spin magnetization. As a consequence B xc is no longer aligned with the spin magnetization and hence the xc magnetic field exerts a torque on the magnetization. On closer inspection, however, we observe that Eqs. (15) are too restrictive because the longitudinal and transverse gradients of the magnetization are treated equally. This can be seen by decomposing the total gradient of the magnetization into a longitudinal component, parallel to the magnetization, and a transverse component, perpendicular to it:
Here "⊗" represents the cross product with respect to spin indices. Physically, the longitudinal component of the gradient describes the change of the magnitude of the magnetization, while the transverse component describes the change of its directions. In Eqs. (15a), (15b) the longitudinal and transverse components of the gradient of the magnetization enter on equal footing as can be seen by writing,
This implies that, for example, starting from a state of spatially uniform magnetization, the xc energy does not differentiate between a sinusoidal modulation of the magnitude of the magnetization or a sinusoidal modulation of its direction -as long as the amplitudes of the two modulations are the same. The energy functional based on Eqs. (15) may be justified is when the magnitude of the magnetization tends to zero; for in that case there is no preferred direction with respect to which one can assess whether the modulation is longitudinal or transverse. For large m (close to the saturation value), it should not be expected that a functional that was originally developed to describe collinear spins would also describe accurately variations of the direction of the magnetization. In order to gain insight into these issues we will derive a gradient expansion for the exchange energy in the next section. The correction to the local approximation to the exchange energy due to the gradient expansion reads,
The main point we want to convey is the following: the two coefficients α and α ⊥ , describing the dependence of the xc energy on the longitudinal and the transverse gradients respectively, differ. This is shown in FIG. 1 where we plot them as functions of the spin polarization p = m/n. One can clearly see that the difference between the two stiffnesses gets bigger for larger spin magnetizations. Note that, a generic collinear GGA can reproduce α, α and α × in the limit of small and slowly varying densities. Hence in our work we focus on obtaining the coefficient α ⊥ and comparing it to α . 
III. DERIVATION OF THE GRADIENT EXPANSION
Consider a uniform electron gas of density n on a rigid neutralizing background (jellium model). The electrons are polarized along an arbitrary direction (say z) by a uniform magnetic field. Let p be the spin polarization, so that
The equilibrium magnetization (in units of the Bohr magneton µ B ) is
whereẑ is the unit vector in the z direction. A small modulation of the charge density δn(r) (δn n) and the spin magnetization
where |δm| np and δm ⊥ is perpendicular toẑ, will change the energy of the system. The xc energy associated with this modulation is
with the static xc kernel
Here Π and Π s are, respectively, the proper response functions of the interacting and Kohn-Sham (noninteracting) spin-polarized electron gas, with identical ground-state magnetizations. δñ(q) and δm(q) are the Fourier transforms of δn(r) and δm(r). The proper response function Π, a 4 × 4-matrix in the case of noncollinear SDFT, describes the change of the densities due to a perturbing potential,
where,
Note that in Eq. (23) we use the fact that the unperturbed system, albeit being spin polarized, is a collinear spin state. The response function Π for any spin-polarized system decouples into two sectors, i.e. , the density-longitudinal spin (n − m ) sector and the transverse spin (m ⊥ ) sector. The two sectors are only coupled if the unperturbed system already exhibits a non-collinear spin magnetization. By symmetry Π xx = Π yy = Π ⊥ for a system polarized along theẑ-axis. Up to first-order in the interaction the difference between the inverse of the non-interacting response function and that of the interacting response function is given by
The non-interacting response matrix Π 0 is well known,
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and the the n − m sector of the first-order interacting response matrix Π 1 can be obtained from the calculation of Engel and Vosko. 36 Notice that both Π 0 and Π 1 in Eq. (24) are calculated in the presence of the same magnetic field B, which produces a ground-state magnetization M in the interacting system. In practice, the effect of this magnetic field is to produce a splitting ∆ = 2B between the single-particle energies of spin-up and spindown electrons. The static xc kernel I (cf. Eq. (22)), however, is given by the difference between the inverse of the Kohn-Sham response function and that of the interacting response function. It is important to appreciate that Π s and Π 0 are not the same thing, even though they are both response functions of a non-interacting system. The essential difference is that Π s is calculated in the presence of the external field B s which produces the interacting magnetization M in the non-interacting system, without the assistance of electron-electron interactions, whereas Π 0 is calculated in the field B, which produces M in the interacting system but a different magnetization in a non-interacting system. To first order in the interaction the difference between Π 
with
being the the change of the spin splitting to first order in the interaction. Adding Eq. (25) to Eq. (24) we obtain the exchange kernel
where we replace Π 0 (q) → Π s (q) in Eq. (24) since we are working only up to first-order. Note that only the transverse sector of the response matrix depends on the spin splitting ∆ and therefore the "anomalous" contribution, Eq. (25), vanishes in the n − m sector. From now on the shift Π 1 → Π 1 + (∂ ∆ Π 0 ) ∆s ∆ 1 is implied when we refer to Π 1 in the m ⊥ sector.
In order to make the connection to the gradient expansion we consider δñ(q) and δm(q) that are significant only for small q, i.e. , we consider slow modulations of the spin magnetization in space. This means that we can expand Eq. (22)
where
is the q 2 -coefficient of the static xc kernel. Since we are considering charge and spin modulations, which implies that the q = 0 component of δn and δm vanishes, transforming Eq. (21) back to real space yields Eq. (17), i.e. , the correction due to gradients of the densities n and m.
FIG. 2. first-order diagrams for the proper response function.
The left diagram is the vertex contribution and the other two diagrams correspond to self-energy insertions.
In order to determine the coefficients of the GEA we compute the first-order correction to the response matrix due to the vertex and self-energy diagrams depicted in FIG. 2. In the static limit the sum of these diagrams can be written in terms of the quantity,
The spin splitting satisfies ∆ σσ = −∆ σ σ . The KohnSham spin splitting is given by [
σ . We can write the components of the response matrix Π 1 in terms of C σσ , i.e. ,
In Eq. (30d) we defined the "anomalous" contribution Π 1,⊥ arising due to the difference of Π 0 and Π s , discussed previously. In FIG. 3 we show the longitudinal component Π 1, and the transverse component Π 1,⊥ of the response function for small (p = 0.3) and large (p = 0.7) spin polarizations, respectively. Π 1, exhibits the most structure at wave vectors q = 2k F↑ and q = 2k F↓ whereas Π 1,⊥ changes strongly around q = k F↑ − k F↓ and q = k F↑ + k F↓ . FIG. 3 shows clearly the difference between the longitudinal and the transverse response. The largest difference occurs in the region between 2k F↓ and 2k F↑ with a change in sign at k F↑ + k F↓ . This means that the difference between the two response functions is bigger for larger spin polarizations p. Moreover, for the larger spin polarizations (lower panel of FIG. 3) one can see that the longitudinal and transverse response functions also differ in the region between 0 and k F↑ − k F↓ . In FIG. 4 we show the transverse response function in this region for a spin polarization of p = 0.3. There we also plot, for comparison, the small -q expansions for the longitudinal and transverse response function. The rele- vant scale of the wave-vector dependence for Π 1, is set by the onset of the particle-hole continuum in the spinup (spin-down) channel, which lies between q = 0 and q = 2k F↑ (q = 2k F↓ ). For Π 1,⊥ , however, the scale of the wave-vector dependence is set by the spin-flip particlehole continuum, the so-called Stoner continuum (cf. FIG. 5) which at zero frequency lies between q = k F↑ − k F↓ and q = k F↑ + k F↓ . This has important consequences for the expansion of the response matrix around q = 0, because the components of the response function are nonanalytic when q crosses into the region of the particle-hole or Stoner continuum. For the n − m sector we are al- ways in the region of the particle-hole continuum and the condition for "small" q is given by q 2k F↓ . Note that this implies a vanishing radius of convergence in the limit of p → 1 for the small-q expansion in the n − m sector. This may be inferred from FIG. 3 by recognizing that the steep change from ∼ 1 to ∼ 0.5 that occurs at q = 2k F↓ moves closer to q = 0 for p → 0 and hence the coefficient of q 2 (α ) diverges in this limit (cf. also FIG. 1 ). For the m ⊥ sector, however, "small" q means q k F↑ − k F↓ , which implies that q is outside the region of the Stoner continuum if one expands around q = 0. Opposite to the expansion in the n − m sector the radius of convergence vanishes in the limit p → 0. As we will see shortly this results in a mismatch of the q 2 -coefficients α and α ⊥ in the limit p → 0. However, physically it is expected that the two coefficients coincide for p = 0, because there is no preferred direction to define the meaning of longitudinal versus transverse. The main point we want to make in this paper is that there is a difference between the two coefficients α and α ⊥ at finite polarization. This difference can be seen by comparing the small-q expansions for the longitudinal and the transverse response shown in FIG. 4 . Vosko. 36 It reads
Together with the small-q expansion of the spin-resolved Lindhard function this yields the two q 2 -coefficients α and α × entering the gradient expansion Eq. (17),
where we defined,
In the limit of vanishing spin polarization (p → 0) this reduces to the well-known result,
Now we turn to the evaluation of the small-q expansion of the transverse response function. Due to the presence of the spin splitting ∆ in the denominators of Eq. (29) it is possible to expand the integrand directly, provided q < k F↑ − k F↓ . This simplifies the computation considerably compared to the calculation of the densitydensity response. The combinationΠ 1,⊥ = C ↑↓ + C ↓↑ , which represents the contribution due to the diagrams depicted in FIG. 2 , yields after a straightforward calculation,Π
From the transverse-spin Lindhard function we obtain the "anomalous" contribution,
Note that only the "anomalous" part contributes a constant (q 0 -coefficient) and that the q 2 -coefficients for both partial contributions diverge in the limit p → 0, which can be seen by using the fact that ∆ s ∼ 2 3 p for small p. However, they combine in the total transverse-spin response function,
where we defined
in a way to yield a finite q 2 -coefficient in the limit of vanishing spin magnetization, i.e. ,
The q 0 -coefficient reduces to the q 0 -coefficient of the longitudinal-spin response function in this limit. The q 2 -coefficient, however, is twice the q 2 -coefficient of the longitudinal-spin response function for p → 0. As mentioned earlier this has to be attributed to the fact that the radius of convergence for the small-q expansion for the transverse-spin response function vanishes in that limit. Or, we can say that, for p → 0, Π ⊥ approaches Π in a non-uniform manner, becoming increasingly close to the latter for q > k F↑ − k F↓ , but still retaining a finite difference in slope at q k F↑ − k F↓ (cf . FIG. 4) .
Combining these results with the small-q expansion of the transverse-spin Lindhard function yields
which reduces to 4 5 α in the limit of vanishing spin polarization, due to the mismatch of the q 2 -coefficients.
IV. DISCUSSION
The validity of the gradient expansion (17) requires requires that the wave vector q, which quantifies the rate of spatial variation of the spin magnetization, satisfy the inequality q < k F↑ − k F↓ . A sensible local measure for the wave vector of the transverse variation is q = |(∇m) ⊥ | /m. Similarly the local "spin-up" and "spin-down" wave vectors may be defined locally by k F↑ = 3π
2 n 1/3 1 + m n and k F↓ = 3π 2 n 1/3 1 − m n , respectively. This suggest the criterion
for the validity of the GEA in real inhomogeneous systems. The dimensionless transverse spin gradient ξ plays a similar role as the dimensionless density gradient s = |∇n| / 2 3π 2 n 1/3 n . While s characterizes whether a local density variations can be considered small according to the condition q < 2k F , ξ determines whether a local transverse spin gradient can be considered sufficiently small.
Our analysis provides an exact limit that approximate xc functionals for non-collinear SDFT should try to match. It also provides useful indications on the best way to construct non-collinear functionals from existing collinear ones. For example, it shows that the approach suggested by Scalmani and Frisch applied to GGAs treats longitudinal and transverse spin-magnetization gradients in a restrictive fashion by including them on equal footing. This can only be justified in two limits, i.e. , the limit of weak polarization, or when the system is so strongly inhomogeneous that the local wave vector q (defined above) exceeds 2k F↑ . It appears that these conditions have been met in the cases computed so far.
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In general at finite polarization one should expect that the weights of the longitudinal and transverse gradients in Eqs. (15a-15c) should be different and proportional to the coefficients α and α ⊥ , at least as long as the exchange contribution is dominant and the local wave vector q is below the local k F↑ − k F↓ . It remains a challenge to implement these ideas in a practically useful functional. We hope that the presented work will stimulate further development in the construction of functionals aimed at the description of non-collinear magnetic structures.
